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Introduction

The Chandra Interactive Plotting System (ChIPS) included in CIAO 4.2 allows users to incorporate and manipulate images in their plots. ChIPS uses the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) backend to provide basic imaging support, which includes displaying
images in pseudo color or RGBA true color, adjusting the translucency of images, and several ways to threshold images. Image functionality was added to ChIPS to allow users to produce paper ready plots integrated with relevant images. Because ChIPS
treats images as generic plot objects, users have the ability to enhance them with annotations and place curves and contours directly onto the image. ChIPS image support provides a mechanism to adjust the image display resolution as necessary to provide
high quality publication ready output.
Beyond basic imaging, ChIPS includes the ability to recognize and incorporate WCS meta data into plots. Coming with CIAO 4.3, ChIPS accurately calculates the intersections of world coordinate grids and plot axes, ensuring that these elements distort
correctly with a tangent plane projection. Multiple image overlays are handled by reprojecting the overlaid images onto the reference image's coordinate system. New zooming and panning functions, and existing limits commands, use the WCS information
from the image overlays to update the axes to reflect the new field of view being displayed.
Although ChIPS already provides a number of user interactive commands, additional interactive capabilities are being considered for future releases. New interfaces, including dialog boxes to adjust properties of ChIPS objects, and the ability to select and
manipulate objects directly, are being explored to provide users easier means of updating and adjusting their visualizations. Enhanced interactive interfaces alongside the ability to script ChIPS in Python provide a more capable and user-friendly system.

Basic Imaging

Beyond the Basics

New algorithms have been added to ChIPS so that WCS information associated with astrophysical data can be displayed
accurately and quickly. New functions have been added so that exploring and positioning the visualizations has been
simplified for the user.
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True Color
With ChIPS users can combine up to 4 images into a single true color image. The first 3 images are the red, green and blue
components of the resultant image. The fourth image is the alpha component to provide translucency to the image.
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In addition to displaying axes and grids correctly, ChIPS also allows users to overlay images with data (images, contours or
curves) that have different WCS information. ChIPS uses the first image as the default image coordinates. All other data
points are inverted from WCS to the default image coordinates (for images only the extents are transformed and not the
individual pixels). To handle different rotations, ChIPS renders all images with north up.
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... And More
In both modes users can apply different interpolation schemes between pixels, including nearest neighbor, bilinear and bicubic interpolation. ChIPS also allows users to control the quality of the image in hard copy formats by allowing users to
set the dots per inch (dpi) of the image. Lastly users can integrate images with other ChIPS objects such as overlaying
curves, contours, annotation or other plots.
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Zooming and Panning
With the addition of images and ability to display information using RA and Dec positions, ChIPS needed new
functionality to allow users to focus the plot on a certain area of the data while maintaining aspect ratio image. The limits
commands were modified so that changing the limits on one axis would force the other axis to maintain the aspect ratio.
However, this leaves it up to ChIPS to figure out the opposing limits and does not solve a general problem specifying a
range that encompasses a pole. The pick_limits command has been modified to force users to keep the aspect ratio as they
center the plot on the specified region. However, this doesn’t allow users to explore outside of the existing data range. A
new zoom function allows users to zoom in or out of the visualization. Users can specify the zoom factor, or they can
interactively zoom in and out of the plot using the mouse scroll button on a mouse. The zoom function calculates the
amount of data to display by applying the zoom factor to the image coordinates. When relevant, the extents are converted
to world coordinates and passed to the axes so that they can be updated. In addition a pan function has been added to
ChIPS. Users can specify a coordinate to pan to or click on the plot and drag the data to view a new area of information.
Like zoom, pan does all its calculation in image coordinates converting the input coordinates from world coordinates and
then back after the pan is complete.
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Adding WCS Algorithms
Coming with CIAO 4.3, ChIPS will display tangent plane projections associated with plot data. To do this, ChIPS
introduced axis types. Currently ChIPS supports a Cartesian axis type and a WCS tangent plane (WCSTAN) axis type.
The WCSTAN axis accepts the WCS transform information and augments the displayed axis and axis grids to show the
distortion associated with the projection. Images and data are drawn in image coordinates. ChIPS calculates the range of
the data in world coordinates and uses algorithms to calculate appropriate spacings between tick marks. Using equations
derived from the Calabretta and Greisen paper Representation of celestial coordinates in FITS, ChIPS calculates the
intersection between each tick mark in RA/Dec coordinates and the image plane at the axis. Axis grids are calculated in the
same way. Using the tick marks as guides for spacing, ChIPS goes along the plot area calculating where the grid line
intersects the plot edge. Each line is subdivided into slices so that the grid line curves with the projection.
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Pseudo Color
With pseudo color images users can fine tune their visual by associating a preloaded (or user defined) color map, adjusting
the upper and lower scalar bounds, setting the number of colors in the color map, or applying translucency to the image.

Dec

Using traditional imaging algorithms provided by the Visualization Toolkit (VTK), ChIPS provides two modes for
displaying images, pseudo color and RGBA true color.
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What’s Next?

ChIPS is a powerful astrophysical plotting tool. Being able to produce high quality visualizations from simple curves to complex scenes of images, curves,
annotations, multiple plots and more, ChIPS has amassed an extensive number of commands and properties. The developers of ChIPS are looking at adding
a graphical use interface (GUI) to simplify the process users engage in when creating their plots. By adding a GUI around the ChIPS commands, ChIPS will
provide a more natural and intuitive approach to building and adjusting diagrams. There are many challenges to overcome in designing the GUI, not the least
of which is falling into a trap of producing a tool which is more complicated then the one it is trying to simplify. Some ways ChIPS can simplify the existing
system is by capturing ChIPS objects and object structures in a dialog window. The dialog could be a powerful resource for the user to interact with. For
example it may be setup to contain object properties, which when modified provides quick and immediate feedback to the user. In addition it may also contain
methods to manipulate the object such as add new objects, delete object, select the object, move the object and more. Functionality like saving and loading
state files, scripts, preferences or handling undo and redo could also be added to a general ChIPS dialog. The advantage to such a dialog is that it cues a user
to not only see exactly what has been set, it also shows a user what can be changed and the extents of each of those changes. A dialog only gets the system
part of the way. Developers are also looking at ways to interact directly with the plots. Selecting, highlighting, moving and resizing objects, may be a few of
the ways users can interact directly with the objects. This will provide users complete control over how to arrange and design their visuals.
ChIPS currently uses GTK a robust GUI toolkit as a front end. This will allow ChIPS to extend its windows with buttons, add dialogs and other common
features to the system. The Visualization Tool Kit (VTK) is ChIPS’ backend. It provides methods of ray tracing into a scene and detecting an object that has
been selected. By capturing the selection event, ChIPS can extend the interactive capabilities in any number of ways.
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Conclusion

ChIPS has always had a lot to offer its users. With the addition of images and world coordinate capabilities, ChIPS completes many of the tasks it set out to do when it was first designed. By offering an array of utilities to fine tune images, ChIPS provides
the necessary tools to produce publication ready visuals that capture a user’s data and intent. With the addition of world coordinates, ChIPS is able to provide visuals which accurately represent the data being provided through algorithms which are fast and
precise. ChIPS added two valuable functions to its command set - zoom and pan. These functions allow users to adjust the amount of data displayed in the plot while maintaining the aspect ratio (if any exists) of the data and while providing a way of displaying
the poles. Adding a GUI is the next logical step for ChIPS. Designing a system where people can interactively adjust their plots, will give users an intuitive and efficient way of creating their scientific visualizations.
For more information on ChIPS go to http://cxc.harvard.edu/chips/ or visit us at the Chandra booth for a demonstration.
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